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NEW FIELDLINE® TACTICAL SURGE HYDRATION PACKTM  
Twice The Quality of the Competition at a Fraction of the Price! 

 
Whether youʼre a tactical operator, or are just as active as one, youʼll find every functional feature you demand in 
the new Fieldline® Tactical Surge Hydration Pack™.  Featuring an integrated 2-liter hydration reservoir combined 
with incredible comfort and carrying capacity, the new Surge Hydration Pack will be your survival savior for when 
your mission seems impossible. 

 
The Surge Hydration Pack is ideally sized to carry all of your gear for a day trip or overnight adventure. Overall, the 
pack fills out to accommodate 17.7 x 9.25 x 6.89 inches of gear along with the included 2-liter hydration reservoir 
— with left and right hose ports — which makes it a personal, safe and convenient, emergency hydration station.  
 
The main compartment of Fieldline Tacticalʼs Surge Hydration Pack was designed for top loading, but unzips to 
allow complete access or assessment of critical gear. Outboard of the main compartment is a secondary 
compartment that is supplemented by three internal pockets to create a logical organization of equipment for 
quick access. Two addition front pockets are included. The smaller front pocket features a zippered closure, 
and provides solid purchase in any weather condition even when wearing gloves. The larger bottom pocket 
also incorporates an organizer to offer quick access to critical pieces of gear and Velcro® nametape and  
patch holders. 
 
The outer face of the coyote-colored Fieldline Tactical Surge Hydration Pack is decked with a MOLLE (Modular 
Lightweight Load-carrying Equipment) system to ensure itʼs to ready to help you bear any additional load 
requirements your operation or outing may require such as ropes, carabineers, ice axe, crampons or rain gear. 
Lashing extra gear to the pack can affect the way it rides, causing discomfort and hindering your operation. To 
prevent such an incident, the Fieldline Tactical Surge Hydration Pack was designed to be ultra customizable with 
an adjustable shoulder strap system, sternum slider, waist belt, as well as side and bottom compression straps. 

 
Because Fieldline works and plays as hard as you do, it also offers a Lifetime Warranty so you can take it to the 
field with confidence!  Fieldline is committed to providing high-quality packs, duffles and lifestyle accessories that 
are fully guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for the life of the product. 
 
To learn more about Fieldline Tacticalʼs new Surge Hydration Pack or any of the companyʼs rugged gear and  
accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353 
Or visit online at www.fieldline.com.  ʻLikeʼ the company on Facebook: www.facebook.com/fieldline 
 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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